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WAVE DOCK SECTIONS

New

New

WAVE DOCK MODULAR FLOATING DOCK SYSTEM

 301894 300444 300445 301937

Built to last. Engineered with corrugated 
interior bottom float,filled with marine grade 
EPS foam for additional strength,and superior 
integrity creating a solid walking surface.

Easy to assemble dock sections and accessories. 
Top deck attachment slots and molded-in H-Beam 
connection channels along the perimeter allow for 
attaching a wide variety of Wave Dock accessories. 

Solid durable surface.
The top deck features an exclusive Flagstone textured 
finish for low maintenance waterfront living. Durable 
RotoMolded polyethylene construction is built for 
peace of mind for years to come. Added UV stabilizing 
components will provide protection against fading, 
cracking or chipping and eliminate the need for 
painting or resurfacing which frees up more valuable 
time for fun on the water.

TOP TO BOTTOM
BUILT TO LAST.

 ITEM # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS WEIGHT WEIGHT CAPACITY

 301894 60 x 60-inch Dock Section 60” W x 60” L x 17” H 193 lbs. 1,600 lbs.
 300444 30 x 60-inch Dock Section 30” W x 60” L x 16” H 90 lbs. 600 lbs.
 300445 40 x 120-inch Dock Section 40” W x 120” L x 16” H 285 lbs. 2,000 lbs.
 301937 60 x 120-inch Dock Section 60” W x 120” L x 17” H 385 lbs. 3,000 lbs.

Engineered to utilize the waters surface 
for stability. Unique recessed pockets on the 
bottom floats underside vacuum-seal to the water’s 
surface providing unparalleled stability.

      Even more possibilities to    
      customize your dock with a
              60x60 dock section!
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New

DOCK RAMPS 
 

 ITEM # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

 300055 7-foot Dock Ramp 60” W x 84” L
 301518 13-foot Dock Ramp 60” W x 152” L

The innovative NEW bridge dock section design, featuring an arch strategically located in the middle of the section, 
allows water to flow freely underneath, reducing water pressure and algae and debris build up. A 60” x 120” dock 
section with a bridged bottom are engineered to provide the same buoyancy as a standard dock section.

Wave Armors hinged dock ramps create a flush,continuous walking surface from your dock to shoreline.
Available in 2 sizes and featuring matching Flagstone textured finish provide safe and easy, non slip access. 
• The 13’ Dock Ramp features a raised side lip with railing mount options.

 ITEM # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

 301592 Bridge Dock Section with Bridge Cutout 60” W x 120” L x 18.5” H

WAVE DOCK MODULAR FLOATING DOCK SYSTEM

 300055 301518

 301592

BRIDGE DOCK SECTION


